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City University of Hong Kong 

 

Information on a Course 
offered by Department of Computer Science 

with effect from Semester A  in 2012 / 2013 

 

 

Part I 

 

Course Title: Design and Analysis of Algorithms 

 

Course Code: CS4335 

 

Course Duration: One Semester 

 

No. of Credit Units: 3 

 

Level: B4 

 

Medium of Instruction: English 

 

Prerequisites: (Course Code and Title)  

Nil 

 

Precursors: (Course Code and Title)  

CS2302 Data Structures and Algorithms  or 

CS2364 Data Structures and Algorithms  or 

CS2468 Data Structures and Data Management  or 

CS3334 Data Structures  or 

EE2331 Data Structures and Algorithms  or  equivalent 

 

Equivalent Courses: (Course Code and Title) 

Nil 

 

Exclusive Courses: (Course Code and Title)  

Nil 
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Part II  

 

1. Course Aims: 

 

This course aims to introduce the algorithms in various domains, and techniques 

for designing efficient algorithms. It trains students the ability to analyse 

algorithms and the skills to design solutions to problems.  

 

2. Course Intended Learning Outcomes (CILOs) 
 

Upon successful completion of this course, students should be able to: 

 
No. CILOs Weighting 

 (if applicable) 

1. prove the correctness and analyse the running time and 

performance of the major algorithms for those classic 

problems in various domains; demonstrate familiarity with 

major algorithms and data structures; 
 

 

2. apply algorithmic paradigms and methods by using design 

techniques to solve problems; 
 

 

3. investigate the complexities of various problems in 

different domains; 
 

 

4. develop an attitude and ability to propose new solutions for 

problems through independent study. 

 

 

 

 

3. Teaching and learning Activities (TLAs) 
(designed to facilitate students’ achievement of the CILOs) 

 

Teaching pattern: 

Suggested lecture/laboratory mix:  2 hrs. lecture; 1 hr. tutorial. 
 

Major techniques for algorithm design and analysis are introduced through the 

study of various practical algorithms.  In the tutorials, students are guided to 

apply the algorithms to solve different problems.  Assignments include both 

analytical and programming exercises (using C++ or similar languages). 

 
ILO No TLAs Hours/week 

 (if applicable) 

CILO 1  Classroom lectures  and assignments to achieve 

ILO #1  

General techniques will be taught in the lecture. 

Exercises will be given in the tutorial and the 

lecturer (with the participation of students) will 

eventually give the answers.  Assignments will be 

given to the students. 
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CILO 2 Lectures, tutorial and exercises to achieve ILO #2 

Methods will be taught in the lectures.  Examples 

and exercises will be given in the tutorials. A set of 

problems will be provided to students. At least one 

assignment contains problems that the students 

must try to solve using their ability to adopt the 

best solutions. 
 

 

CILO 3 To achieve ILO #3, the concepts related to NP-

completeness theory and computability are 

introduced in the lectures.  Some simple NP-hard 

proof will be given in the lecture. 
 

 

CILO 4 To achieve ILO #4, techniques to model and solve 

problems will be taught in tutorials and lectures. 

Problems from practical applications are designed 

for students to propose innovative solutions 

through independent investigation.  At least one 

assignment or project requires student to utilize 

techniques learnt to solve such a problem. 
 

 

 

4. Assessment Tasks/Activities 
(designed to assess how well the students achieve the CILOs) 

ILO No Type of assessment tasks/activities Weighting (if 
applicable) 

Remarks 

CILO 1  Tutorial exercises conducted in tutorials 

 Assignments as coursework 

(The assignments for this part are 30% of 

course). 

 Final Exam – will contain questions about 

the basic algorithms. 

  

CILO 2  Tutorial exercises conducted in tutorials. 

Some algorithms will be given and the 

students will be asked to estimate the 

running time of the algorithms. 

 Some questions about problems will be 

given as assignments (assignments for this 

part is 25% of the coursework).  The 

students should be able to provide 

algorithms to solve the problem.  

 Final Exam – will contain questions about 

those problems.  

  

CILO 3  Tutorial exercises conducted in tutorials 

 Some questions about NP-completeness 

concept will be given as assignments.  

This part is very hard for students.  Simple 

questions for this part are suitable for our 

students (assignments for this part is 5% of 

the coursework).   
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CILO 4  Assignments with new problems, 40% of 

the coursework.  This part is the hardest 

part, and it requires students’ effort to 

figure out solutions, and it integrates 

algorithmic techniques that they have 

learnt to model and solve the practical 

problems. This part is used to identify 

good students. We expect that only those 

students who learnt the discovery ability 

in this course intensively can solve all the 

given problems. 

 

 Final Exam: new problems as the hardest 

part.  To get A or A+, students must be 

able to solve some of the new problems. 
 

  

 

5. Grading of Student Achievement: Refer to Grading of Courses in the Academic Regulations. 

 

Examination duration: 2 hours 

  Percentage of coursework, examination, etc.: 30% CW; 70% Exam 

 Grading pattern: Standard (A+AA-…F) 

 For a student to pass the course, at least 30% of the maximum mark for the 

examination must be obtained. 

 

 

Part III  

 

Keyword Syllabus 

 
Algorithm analysis.  Algorithm design : divide-and-conquer approach, greedy 
approach.  Graph algorithms : graph searching, topological sort, minimum spanning 
tree, shortest paths, backtracking and its applications in games.  String matching.  
Dynamic programming and longest common subsequence. Theory of NP-
completeness.  Turing machines and the halting problem.  Introduction to 
computational complexity. 
 
Syllabus 
 
1. Algorithm analysis 
 
 Review on program correctness and complexities, and the mathematical tools 

for analysis. 
 
2. Graph algorithms 
 
 Representation of graphs.  Algorithms for graph searching.  Topological sort.  

Minimum spanning trees.  Greedy design approach.  Shortest paths, transitive 
closure and their relations with matrix multiplication.  Backtracking and 
applications in games. 
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3. String algorithms 
 
 String matching.  Longest common subsequence.  Dynamic programming. 
 
4. Theory of NP-completeness 
 

Problem reduction.  P and NP.  Some NP-complete problems.  Approximation 

algorithms. 

 

 

Recommended Reading: 

 

Text(s): 

 
Essential Text 
 
Kleinberg J. and Tardos E,  Algorithm design.  Addison-Wesley (2005) 
 
Supplementary Reading 
 
Cormen T., Leiserson C., Rivest R. and Stein C.  Introduction to Algorithms.  3

rd
 Ed. 

MIT Press (2009) 
 


